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May all your 

troubles last as long 
as your New Year's 

resolutions  
Joey Adams 

No work is insignificant 

All labor that uplifts humanity  

has dignity and importance  

and should be undertaken  

with painstaking excellence 
 

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 
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Life's piano can only produce the melodies of  

brotherhood when it is recognized that the black keys  
are as basic, necessary, and beautiful as the white keys 

 

Martin Luther King, Jr. 

If you haven't found it yet,  

keep looking – don't settle 

As with all matters of the heart,  

you'll know when you find it 

And, like any great relationship,  

it just gets better and better as the years roll on 
 

Steve Jobs  
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Anyone can be passionate, 

But it takes real lovers to be silly 
 

Rose Franken 
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I have learned over the 

years that when one's 
mind is made up, this 

diminishes fear 
 

Rosa Parks  

May your pockets be heavy 

And your heart be light 

May good luck pursue you 

Each morning and night 
 

 

Irish Blessing 
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My father gave me the 

greatest gift anyone could 
give another person, he 

believed in me 
 

Jim Valvano 
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It doesn’t matter  
who my father was;  

It matters who I  
remember he was 

 

Anne Sexton 

Burgers and hot 
dogs can be part of 

a balanced diet 

Yes, really! 
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A world without tomatoes  

is like a string quartet 

without violins 
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Ideas are like rabbits 

You get a couple and 

learn how to handle 
them, and pretty soon 

you have a dozen 
 

John Steinbeck  

Freedom lies  

in being bold 
 

Robert Frost 
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Summer Tomatoes  

The universe’s way  

of reminding us that  

good-for-you food  

is delicious 

A perfect summer day is when 

The sun is shining 
The breeze is blowing 

The birds are singing and 
The lawn mower is broken 

     

   James Dent 
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When thinking 

won't cure fear, 
action will 

 

William Clement Stone 
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A good scare  

is worth more  

to a man  

than good advice 
 

Edgar Watson Howe 

Pretending is a very 

valuable life skill 
 

Meryl Streep 
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Mishaps are like knives, 

that either  
serve us or cut us,  
as we grasp them  

by the blade  
or by the handle 

 

James Russell Lowell 
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Gratitude cannot always 

change circumstances, but it 

can help you see beyond them 
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A meal shared with  
family and friends  

sustains you  
in more ways than one 
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Brisk, crisp, invigorating – 
 remember  

all the   
positive sides  

of winter 
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It takes less time to do things right 

than to explain why you did it wrong 
 

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow 
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The big things and the real things  

of this world and the universe  

are on your side 

The sun rises every  

morning to salute you  

just as it does for 

the most powerful  

and prosperous men on earth 
 

The Urantia Papers 
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Pleasure in the job puts 

perfection in the work 
 

Aristotle  

 

The perfect 

Christmas tree? 

All Christmas 

trees are perfect! 
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In reality, the most  

important things  

happen when you  

don't look for them 
 

Phil Donahue  
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I made myself  a snowball 

As perfect as could be 

I thought I’d keep it as a pet 

And let it sleep with me 

I made it some pajamas 

And a pillow for its head 

Then last night it ran away 

But first – it wet the bed 
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      Don’t spend 
your  time stringing  

         and tuning  
        your instrument 

 
Start making music now! 

 
Fortune Cookie! 

 

Inspiration usually 

comes during work,  

rather than before it 
 

Madeleine L'Engle 
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The things you do for  

yourself are gone when  
you are gone,  

but the things you do for 
 others remain as your 

legacy 
 

 

Kalu Kalu  

 

I think happiness is what makes you pretty 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Drew Barrymore  

 

Happy people are beautiful 

They become like a mirror  

and they reflect that happiness 
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Become so wrapped up 

 in something that you  
forget to be afraid 

 

Lady Bird Johnson 

There's always going to be  

bad stuff out there 

But here's the amazing thing; light 

trumps darkness,  
every time 

You stick a candle into the dark, but 

you can't stick  
the dark into the light 

Jodi Picoult  
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Having more joy  

does not necessarily require  
a life overhaul –  

you may just need  
to create more space  

in your life for moments of joy 
 

Debrena Jackson Gandy  

 

Christmas isn't a season 

It's a feeling 
Edna Ferber 
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The best Christmas  

trees come very close  

to exceeding nature 
 

Andy Rooney 
 

From home to home, and heart to  

heart, from one place to another 

The warmth and joy of Christmas,  

brings us closer to each other 
 

Emily Matthews 
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I think in terms of the day's 

resolutions, not the year's 
Henry Moore 

The new year  
isn’t a do-over; 

It’s an opportunity  
to take your  
next big step 



   


